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#1  THERE IS A VILLAGE
OVERVIEW

FALL 2011

ZONES OF EMERGENCY SEMINAR

JEGAN VINCENT DE PAUL, INSTRUCTOR

MIT; ART, CULTURE, & TECHNOLOGY
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PROJECT

In response to the effects of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan, a group of 4 
classmates and I envisioned There is a Village as an artistic intervention created for children in the 
town of Minami Sanriku.

The purpose of the project was to encourage storytelling by providing a platform from which 
children could remember the past, recount the tragedy, and reenvision the future of their town. 

Using costumes and props (which I designed and fabricated) inspired by animals, seasons, and 
other natural elements specific to the region, the platform aimed to facilitate play and healing 
amongst the youngest survivors. These items were transported to a community facility in Minami 
Sanriku and gifted to the children there.

Top: reception of the storytelling costumes and props; Minami Sanriku, Japan
Left:  children modeling the costumes and props
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#2  SPEAK FOR THE TREES
OVERVIEW

SPRING 2012

STUDIO IN PUBLIC ART

ANTONI MUNTADAS, INSTRUCTOR

MIT; ART, CULTURE, & TECHNOLOGY
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PROJECT

Tensions between humanity and Nature manifest as the built environment encroaches upon and 
obstructs natural habitats. Miles of impervious material divide and asphyxiate the landscape. 
Concrete, the demagogue of urbanization, defaces the Earth’s surface and degrades the land.

This project is a reaction against the expansion of the hardscape. It challenges the perception 
of Nature as a purely aesthetic or recreational entity and addresses the compulsive desire for a 
compliant landscape.

Using public performance, guerilla tactics, and social media, my personal anxieties regarding the 
increasingly claustrophobic nature of the city are conveyed through the projected and amplified 
voice of existing flora struggling to survive within the concrete jungle.

Top: complaints from suffocating, thirsty plants that are tired of being used as ashtrays
Left: photograph of a plant that wishes for more space
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#3  FRAGMENTING THE FENS
OVERVIEW

SPRING 2012

UNDERGRADUATE THESIS

ANNE W. SPIRN, THESIS ADVISOR

MIT; URBAN PLANNING & STUDIES
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PROBLEM

The Back Bay Fens and Riverway in Boston, Massachusetts are more than just pastoral, pictur-
esque parks. Their role as a complex stormwater management system emphasizes the impor-
tance of their restoration and preservation. 

The surrounding urban development in Boston has negatively impacted the soil, flow, and quality 
of the Muddy River that connects the two parks, and has caused significant fragmenation of the 
habitats that many species within the parks call home.

Through the identification of fragmentation at various scales and habitats within the Boston Fens, 
this research illuminated an issue often deemed as the single largest threat to biodiversity. 

Top: diagram of various methods of habitat separation or encroachment
Left: site plan of ecological restoration design proposed in thesis
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My research demonstrated that these issues can be ameliorated by curbing the growth of inva-
sive plants, providing vegetated linear corridors, and limiting the areas where human activities 
take place. These actions encourage the growth of more diverse habitats that serve migratory 
species and pollinators.

In addition, the thesis presented the natural history of the parks and identifies several stake-
holders currently involved in the restoration process of the Muddy River. I compared the Muddy 
River Restoration Plan to Frederick Law Olmsted’s original Emerald Necklace Master Plan and 
an alternative plan I proposed as part of the research. I concluded the thesis by offering a set of 
general recommendations for the ecological restoration of the parks.

PROPOSAL

Top: illustration of proposed phasing strategy
Right: wetland diagram showing current flora and proposed vegetation for remediation of park
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OVERVIEW

#4  CRYSTALLINE GALLERIES

FALL 2015

DESIGN STUDIO I

ABIGAIL C. HUME, CRITIC

UPENN; ARCHITECTURE
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PROCESS

The Russel Wright Design Center  located in Manitoga, New York plans to expand 
their facilities with the addition of a gallery featuring 7,750 square feet of exhibition 
space. 

The Crystalline Galleries were envisoned as a contemporary addition to the site 
that would host the works of famed designer and sculptor Russel Wright. The idea 
of transforming the galleries into an architectural geode was central to the vision.

Left: photograph of building model
Top: process matrix showing inspiration and geometric logic

0. GEODE 2. SPLIT1. SLICE

0. POINT 
CLOUD

2. ORIENT 
TOPOGRAPHY

1. CELLULAR 
MATRIX

3.  EXTRUDE
TOPOGRAPHY

4. OFFSET 
FRAGMENTS
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REPRESENTATION

PLAN

ELEVATION
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AXON

SECTION
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#5  ROTATION RESIDENCY
OVERVIEW

FALL 2016

DESIGN STUDIO III

BEN KRONE, CRITIC

UPENN; ARCHITECTURE
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PROCESS

Affordable housing remains a considerable problem in New York City, particularly 
for low-income artists who often struggle to manage two rents – one for housing 
and the other for workspace. 

Rotation Residency aims to address these challenges by combining affordable 
micro-homes and work studios under one roof where tenants pay a singular rent 
that covers both their home and workspace. 

Left: exterior rendering of building
Top: geometric logic and program diagrams

GEOMETRY

PROGRAM
Shared Roof Deck

Core
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REPRESENTATION

LIVE WORK PLAY

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
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PLAY SHOW MERGE

SECTION
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EXPERIENCE

GALLERY

CAFE
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LIVE UNIT

WORK UNIT
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